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          Product: PDFTron Mobile SDK

Product Version: 9.2.3

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Why is the apple pencil behavior different than the other annotations? It doesn’t trigger the annotationAdded delegate method like the other annotations. Is there a way to make it behave like the other annotations or is this the designed behavior?

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

Open any doc select on mark up and annotate document. These annotations don’t call the annotationAdded delegate. We can work around it, but it’d be nice if it behaved like the other annotations.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot 

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Configuring server for realtime document collaboration on iOS - Create a new collaboration service - Miscellaneous
	Customize annotation interactions in iOS viewer - Annotation interaction and UIMenuController
	Get notified of events fired from ToolManager on iOS
	Create custom annotations on iOS

APIs:	PTToolManagerDelegate - toolManager:shouldHandleIndirectScribbleInteraction:forAnnotation:onPageNumber
	PTToolEvents - tool:shouldHandleIndirectScribbleInteraction:forAnnotation:onPageNumber
	PTToolManagerObserver - toolManager:willFlattenAnnotation:onPageNumber

Forums:	Event Handler for Pencil Movements
	Pdftron iOS - Apple Pencil
	Extract xfdf from last created annotation without extracting all annotations xfdf from document
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          Hi Jack,

Thank you for getting in touch with us regarding this.

Just so that we are on the same page, can you share a video showing the tool you are referring to?

Best Regards,

Sahil Behl.
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Here is a video of us demoing it. You provided a code snippet of how to add a custom stamp. It works great when placing it on the view but when we use the Apple Pencil it is all over the place. Here is a link to the thread where you provided the code.


  
    

    
    Custom Stamp as bar button PDFTron SDK
  

  
    Please give a brief summary of your issue: 
I am trying to create a custom stamp as an image. PDFTron has the PTCheckMarkStampCreate and the PTCrossMarkStampCreate. I essentially want to create my own and add them ad bar button items to the toolManager toolbar. If I could use those default ones and make them default to certain colors and sizes that would be great, but if not how would I create a custom stamp using an image and position it where ever the user taps?
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          Hi Jack,

The video attached seems to be for the other thread about stamp being out of place. I have replied to it with a possible fix.

Could you send a video describing this issue about the annotationAdded delegate method not being triggered when using the apple pencil?

Best Regards,

Sahil Behl.
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          Sorry it was a two part question. It isn’t necessarily the Apple Pencil. It Is the mark up tool generally. We noticed that if you “mark up” a document it doesn’t trigger the annotationsAdded delegate after every stroke like the highlight and smart pen tool do. We also noticed that the freehand ink tool also behaves this way. We assumed this is the expected behavior?
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          Yes, that’s correct that is expected behaviour. Mark up does not get finished annotating after every stroke unlike the other tools.
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